Korea has been suffering with the increasing numbers of confirmed cases since mid
February (mostly in the Daegu/Gyeongbuk area) but it seems like things are getting
better as we see the speed of the spread is getting slower and slower. Below is the
graph for this past 7 days.

Blue indicates current # of people in cure or isolated, pink shows accumulated # of people
who made full recovery, and gray indicates accumulated # of death.

Number of new confirmed infection is getting lower and lower each day and I heard
Trump said today that his administration may reevaluate the U.S. travel warning on
South Korea as the corona virus situation in South Korea improves. So, this is certainly
a good sign for South Korea.
Businesses have been really bad and will be affected for couple of months for travel
industry even if the situation gets better as we have so many cancellations.
Almost no remaining booking for March and we were able to give full refund except
where we had non-refundable deposits or venues and mandatory flight refund penalty,
etc.
In Korea, many workers are working at home to avoid getting around other people. So
nowadays, not much crowd at popular sites, public transportation, etc. We have some
problems getting enough quantity of facial masks due to lack of supplies and this is one
of the major issues. School didn't start yet as it has been postponed for 2 weeks and it
may be postponed even longer.
Attached is the general instruction we're getting from the
government. http://ncov.mohw.go.kr/en/

Hope above information will help! Mostly this virus is critical for those who had
underlying diseases. So fortunately, all of us in our office, our families are staying
healthy.
Thank you team for thinking about us. I'm sure this will be stabilized soon. I hope the
same for United States. =) I
Best regards,

Flora Lee
Deputy General Manager
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